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poly block truck wash brush
These durable truck and car wash brushes are set in a polypropylene block
for long lasting life. The 701B with natural boar hair is safe for even the finest
finishes. It is set in epoxy to withstand years of soaking without splitting,
cracking or warping. For a more economical version, you can get staple set
polypropylene material in green or brown (see our website for other colors).
Solid poly block has two handle holes, one threaded and one tapered. See
page 7 for handle prices. Brush measures 3” x 10” with a 3” trim.

701B Boar Hair 3 1/2 ”bristle $46.80
701P Green Poly $15.00
701PBR Brown Poly $15.00

window wash brush 
The ultimate window wash brush has hand set pure boar hair in a mahogany
block. Epoxy setting makes it last and last in soap and water. Unlike other
hard woods, the mahogany block will not split or crack after repeated use in
water. Flat back, no handle hole. Block is 12” long, see below for bristle
length.

A12A   4” black bristle $78.00
A12B   3 1/2” black bristle (not shown) $72.00
A12D   2 3/4” white bristle $65.00
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BRUSHES
& cleaning accessories for the Carpet & Upholstery Industry

www.brush.com
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Historically Speaking
You can learn a lot about

brushes in 133 years.
Braun Brush has been
proudly owned and
operated by the same
family for four generations.
Some of our employees
have worked for three of
them. 

As much as we know
about brush making, we
acquired our knowledge of
carpet and upholstery
cleaning from customers
like you. All of the brushes
shown in this catalog came
from the need to make
your job easier, better and
more profitable. 

Braun has an extensive
line of hand and machine
brushes. We use only the
finest material, and we
build our products to last.

We know quite a bit
about brushes, but there is
still much to learn. Please
share your brush needs
with us, so that we can
continue this partnership
of ideas for the next 133
years.

spottingBRUSHES

If you are not completely satisfied
with anything you order from Braun Brush
Company, we will gladly repair, replace or
refund the cost of most products in full.
Please call within 60 days of receipt of
goods for specific return instructions.
Some items are suject to a 20% restocking
fee.

1-800-645-4111

satisfactionGUARANTEED

carpet scrubBRUSHES

On most jobs, removing spots is a challenge, and we have the perfect tool for you. No matter what solution
you use or what action (tapping, scrubbing or just plain brushing) our spotting brushes are the best. Braun
has developed three stiffnesses in two sizes for you to choose from. Pure bristle is medium stiff and retains
the most solution. White nylon is the softest and black the stiffest. All  of the brushes have a chisel shaped
handle for extremely tough spots.

small size
Block 1 1/8”x 8”. Brush Face 1”x 2 1/2”. Rows 5”x 10”. Trim 1/2”

2180 Medium stiff boar hair (Gray) $5.70 
8180 Soft nylon (White) $6.00
9180 Stiff nylon (Black) $6.00 

large size
Block 2” x 10”. Brush Face 2 5/8” x 3”. Rows 7”x 9”. Trim
1/2”.

20 Medium stiff boar hair (Gray) $8.00  
8020 Soft nylon (White) $7.90  
9020 Stiff nylon (Black) $7.90  

8180

8020

SS1100

hand held scrub brushes
Hand held scrub brushes fill an endless number of uses on the job
site. From scrubbing carpets in areas where machines will not reach
to cleaning baseboards and walls, scrub brushes are a necessary
item in your tool kit. Braun makes two sizes of scrubs to meet your
needs. Nylon brushes are the most durable and provide the best
scrubbing action. The 9197 has a grip style block and is 3" x 9". The
9632 fits comfortably in the hand and is 2 1/2" x 6".

9197           Stiff nylon Plastic Block with handle                  $10.60 
9632           Stiff nylon Plastic Block                                  $  8.20 

narrow scrub brush
When cleaning between stair balusters or other tight spaces, a narrow
brush with an offset handle to keep knuckles off the surface is perfect.
Nylon bristles are recommended because they give the best wear life
and the best maximum pile penetration. Braun has engineered the
9417 for these areas. It has a block that is 13 3/4" long yet only 1"
wide. The brush part is 1" x 6" and packed with stiff nylon.

9417           Narrow Scrub Brush                                        $  6.20 

Prices subject to change without notice

9197

9632

9417

large size

small size
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other machineBRUSHES

duct cleaningBRUSHES
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power pile lifter replacement brushes
ready to install on your machine
If you own a Certified pile lifter, then you know that the job it does is only as good as the
brush. Braun makes replacement brushes for this machine, as well as many others,
that are absolutely better than the original equipment. When ordering, specify machine
make and model. The brush you receive will be ready to place on your machine.

R6 4 3/4” DuPont nylon $218.60
R4 14 3/4” medium union fiber $167.40

duct brush flow through design
These duct cleaning brushes combine brushing action along with vacuuming in one
operation. This allows for a more efficient cleaning job with less equipment and
effort. There is no need to buy expensive vacuuming equipment. Most shop vacs will
do the job. The brush is made using a high quality aluminum core and polypropy-
lene fibers. The 4" brush requires a 1.5" hose cuff (not included). 

Part # Duct Size Brush Size Hose Cuff Size Price

DB4 4” round 4 1/2” x 3”                  1 1/2” $68.00
DB5 5” round 5 1/2” x 3”                  1 1/2” $74.00
DB6 6” round 6 1/2” x 3” 1 1/2” $85.00
DB8 8” round 8 1/2” x 3” 1 1/2” $105.00

DB6X9        6x9” rectangle      6 1/2” x 9 1/2” x 3” 2” $115.00

Custom sizes available on request.

handles and handle sections

1687-6 6” twisted in wire handle 1/4” NPT male $20.70
1687-3 3” twisted in wire handle 1/4” NPT male $14.80
1687S6 6” twisted in wire section 1/4” NPT male and female          $21.80
1687S3 3” twisted in wire section           1/4” MPT male and female            $16.00

Part # Description Attachment Price

round

rectangle

R6

R4



Soft all .022
Medium Stiff outside 2 rows .028 / all other rows .022

Stiff all .028
Extra Stiff all .032

Super stiff all .036
Ridiculously Stiff all.040
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rebristling wornBRUSHES
world’s fastest rebristling
service
Within one day, your like-new rebris-
tled brush is shipped to you.
Immediately upon receipt of your
worn brush, the old fill material is
stripped out, casting redrilled, and
new Dupont TynexTM nylon bristles set
in place. Your old brush is like new
again and what a savings! When
ordering, please state gauge of nylon
desired - use chart below.

Part# Size Price

3210 10” $108.00
3211 11” $119.00
3212 12” $152.00
3213 13” $189.00
3214 14” $200.00
3215 15” $213.00
3216 16” $256.00
3217 17” $300.00
3218 18” $320.00
3219 19” $347.00
3220 20” $351.00
3221 21” $410.00

Nylon gauge selection chart

Medium stiff outside 2 rows .028 / all other rows .022

Extra stiff all .032

Ridiculously stiff all .040

carpet shampooBRUSHES

wood and plastic back brushes
For an economical alternative to the aluminum brushes, Braun offers wood and plastic blocks. We use .025 gauge nylon throughout on the smaller sizes.
On brushes 14” and larger, the two outer rows are a heavier .028 gauge to scrub the carpet and flex the pile, while the softer inner rows, .025 gauge,
“massage” the dirt from the carpet for a deeper cleaning action. 

Part # Size Block Type Price

1010 10” Wood $ 65.00
1011 11” Wood $ 70.00
1012 12” Wood $ 85.00
1013 13” Plastic $ 97.00
1014 14” Plastic $108.00
1015 15” Plastic $125.00
1016 16” Plastic $143.00
1017 17” Plastic $152.00
1018 18” Plastic $172.00
1019 19” Plastic $198.00
1020 20” Plastic $218.00

Please add $12.00 to the price for the clutch plate.

Prices subject to change without notice.
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furnitureBRUSHES

horse hair brushes
For furniture cleaning, a good quality horse hair brush should be used. Horse hair will absorb and retain the cleaning solution so that it can be
transferred to the furniture being cleaned. It is also soft enough not to damage delicate fabrics. A larger size brush will hold the most moisture and
also cover the largest area allowing the job to be done quickly.  Braun makes four sizes of furniture cleaning brushes for all size jobs. Only the finest
quality horse hair is used. Each brush is densely filled producing four exceptional quality cleaning tools.

318

velvet grooming brushes
After velvet has been cleaned, it should be smoothed with a fine wire brush in one direction
to restore it to its original luster. Braun manufactures two brushes with non-corrosive metal
bristles for this purpose. The R44 is made with cadmium plated wire securely attached to a
mahogany block. The wire for this brush is attached without the use of tuft holes, so that the
spacing is even between each wire eliminating any streaking.  Hold the brush at an angle and
it will glide easily over the velvet. The R5319 is the traditional velvet groomer that has been
used for many years. It features brass wire stapled into a maple wood block and handle. The
handle allows for off to the side brushing action.

R44                   Cadmium Plated Wire  4 1/4” x 2 1/2”                                           $22.50 
R5319               Brass Wire with Handle OAL 10 1/4” Brush 5”x 1”                          $  8.40 

318            For large area cleaning  7” x 2 1/4”                            $28.95
1197          Most popular OAL 10” Brush 5” x 5”                          $12.50
2632          Petite upholstery brush 6” x 2 1/2”                             $11.70 
319            For hard-to-reach areas OAL 10” Brush 5” x 1”           $12.10

tile & groutBRUSHES

swivel tile and grout brushes 
The swivel head on these brushes make them ideal to use as either  a floor or wall brush.
Model 1531  has polyester material that is trimmed to a chisel edge allowing the brush to
scrub aggresively along grout lines. The stiff black fiber will stand up to tough use. Our model
1532 has polypropylene fiber and is ideal for both grout and tile. Both brushes use a standard
threaded handle (see page 7 for prices). 

1531 Swivel grout brush 1” x 8” $  7.20
1532 Swivel grout & tile brush 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” $24.60 1531

1532

318

1197

319

2632

R44

R5319
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carpet cleaningSOLUTIONS

R15

9417

carpet nappingBRUSHES

carpet napping brushes
After the carpet has been cleaned it will no doubt be left with swirl marks from the rotary
action of machines, foot prints, or even wheel tracks from equipment. To remove these
imperfections, a napping brush should be used. With this tool the professional cleaner
can shade the nap in one direction to give the carpet a neat finished appearance. Our
napping brushes have been designed and manufactured to meet the needs of the pro-
fessional carpet cleaner. The R21 featherweight is the most popular model. It is 19" wide
with 3 rows of 1 1/2" long nylon bristles. It has been designed so as not to streak. The
standard size 213-14 napping brush is 3" x 14" and has crimped nylon. The 213-14 can
also be used for scrubbing. Each brush uses a standard threaded handle (see page 7 for
prices). 

R21       19” with 3 rows 1 1/2” trim $28.60
213-14 3” x 14” with crimped nylon $22.70

pile heister
This item features two rows of stiff nylon bristles that allow the brush to penetrate deep into
the carpet fibers. Designed to restore carpet pile to that new look. Handle easily unscrews
for efficient storage.  Hardwood block prevents scratching of baseboard unlike plastic look-
alikes. Built by Braun your most trusted name for carpet maintenance tools. Brush uses
a standard threaded handle (see page 7 for prices).

R25 18” x 1” with 1 1/2” trim $21.00 

super S carpet shampoo
The same commitment to quality that went into our spotter also went into our 
carpet shampoo. Braun’s Super S carpet shampoo is a water based cleaning wonder. It leaves no
residue, it is environmentally safe and does a terrific job. We have made it very concentrated so you
don’t pay for shipping water. Dilute it 30-1 for your machine. 

SS1000 Super S Carpet Shampoo 1 gal.                     $29.00 

super spotter
The Braun Brush Company has been manufacturing carpet cleaning brushes for over 133 years.
Throughout that time we have been on the look out for a cleaning solution that would live up to our
standard of quality. We wanted a spotter that would be water based for safety, biodegradable for the
environment, easy to use, and above all get out a huge range of stains. At last we have found it.
Braun’s new Super Spotter is without question the safest, most environmentally sound, and fastest
working spotter we have ever seen. 

SS1100* Super Spotting Solution  (32 oz) $ 9.40 

SS1200 Super Spotter Refill (32 oz) $ 7.70 

*includes a free brush and trigger sprayer.

Prices subject to change without notice.

R21

213-14

R25



3010 10” $195.00
3011 11” $227.00
3012 12” $260.00
3013 13” $312.00
3014 14” $395.00
3015 15” $430.00
3016 16” $465.00
3017 17” $511.00
3018 18” $573.00
3019 19” $605.00
3020 20” $648.00
3021 21” $886.00
3022 22” $951.00
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aluminum back rotaryBRUSHES
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new rotary shower feed brushes for all make machines
Our customers get over 7 years of life out of our brushes, on average! At Braun Brush, we use DuPont TynexTM nylon in our aluminum back

brushes and refills. TynexTM is specially tempered to last more than 10 times longer than the more commonly used material. 
Your rotary brush is the working end of a very valuable piece of equipment. It does not make good sense to cut corners on the part that is

doing the most work. Competition in the brush industry has forced the price and quality of brushes for rotary machines to an unprecedented low, to the
point that rotary brushes are now a disposable commodity. At Braun Brush, we have not followed the pack. Even after your aluminum back brush wears
out, it can be refilled many times.

Our castings are precision balanced, eliminating vibration and user fatigue. Profiled castings designed for the original equipment allow just
the right amount of solution to be fed through the brush, eliminating over-soaking and long drying times. Aluminum back rotary shower feed brushes
are the best possible brushes for your rotary cleaning machines. 

Style A has a standard
5” center hole that fits
a wide a wide variety of
machines. Comes in
15” only.

Style B fits a Hild
machine only. Comes
in 11”, 12”, 14”, 16”,
17” and 20”.

Style C fits a Certified
machine and comes in
20” only.

Style D has a standard
5” center hole and fits
many machine types.
Comes in  10”, 11”,
12”, 13” and 14”.

Style E has a standard
5” center hole and fits
many machine types.
Comes in  15”, 16”,
17”, 18”, 19”, 20”,
21” and 22”

Style F fits a Certified
machine and comes in
14” only.

How to order new brushes.

1. State the make and model number (not serial number).

2. Give the diameter of the casting or brush back.

3. Choose the gauge of nylon desired from the chart below.

Every brush is shipped complete with a clutch plate to match
your    make and model machine. Plates are not included in
these prices. Please add $12.00 to cover the clutch plate. Hild
brushes are supplied with bronze clutch plates at $25.00 each. 

Item No. Size Price

Soft all .022
Medium Stiff outside 2 rows .028 /other rows .022

Stiff all .028
Extra Stiff all .032

Super stiff all .036
Ridiculously Stiff all.040

Medium Stiff        outside 2 rows .028/other rows .022

Extra Stiff all .032

Ridiculously Stiff   all .040

Nylon Gauge Selection Chart



4213 13” bonnet $26.40
4214 14” bonnet $28.70
4215 15” bonnet $30.10
4216 16” bonnet $32.50
4217 17” bonnet $28.30
4218 18” bonnet $37.60
4219 19” bonnet $39.00

2010 10” $36.00
2011 11” $38.00
2012 12” $39.00
2013 13” $44.00
2014 14” $49.00
2015 15” $52.00
2016 16” $59.00
2017 17” $65.00
2018 18” $69.00
2019 19” $75.00
2020 20” $84.00

4014        16” brush w/ 14” bonnet $170.00
4015 17” brush w/ 15” bonnet $176.00
4016 18” brush w/ 16” bonnet $182.00
4017 19” brush w/ 17” bonnet $188.00
4018 20” brush w/ 18” bonnet $194.00
4019 21” brush w/ 19” bonnet $200.00
4020 22” brush w/ 20” bonnet $205.00
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bonnetBRUSHES

carpet combo brush
This is a proven way to get carpets really
clean. The two rows of quality nylon fibers
agitate the carpet and allow the user to get
close to walls. The extremely low profile
bonnet scrubs the carpet surface providing
maximum absorbtion. The carpet combo
brush includes one bonnet. 

Part# Overall Brush Size Price

braun bonnets
These low-profile bonnets are the highest
quality available. They scrub aggressively
and provide maximum absorption.
Thousands of low-profile loops trap the
released soil. Both sides of the bonnets are
usable and can be laundered for maximum
wear life. 

Part# Bonnet Size Price

PriceSizePart#
Tite bite pad holder
The Tite Bite Pad driver is made with quality
materials. Nylon bristles are staple set in a
molded plastic back. The trim is 1/2" offset to
allow maximum penetration into the pad.
When ordering pad holders, please specify
your machine make, model and size. It is
recommended to order the pad driver one
inch smaller than the machine size. Price of
the clutch plates is not included.*

the EZ rider
Made by The Braun Brush Co. molded 6.12
nylon teeth and threaded center locking
device hold pads evenly and securely. The
EZ Rider facing is permanently attached to a
lacquered plywood backing, 1 1/4" riser is
included. Please specify your machine
make, model and size when ordering. It is
recommended to order pad driver one inch
smaller then machine size. Price of clutch
plate is not included.*

2210 10” $  91.00
2211 11” $  93.00
2212 12” $  95.00
2213 13” $  97.00
2214 14” $100.00
2215 15” $104.00
2216 16” $107.00
2217 17” $113.00
2218 18” $119.00
2219 19’ $125.00
2220 20” $132.00

Part # Size Price

pad & bonnetDRIVERS

Prices subject to change without notice.

*Please add $12.00 for the clutch plate.
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carpet groomingBRUSHES
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carpet comb
Carpet combs are an essential part of carpet cleaning. By combing prior to cleaning, dirt is loosened
and matted areas are lifted allowing shampoo or dry cleaner to do a more efficient job. By combing
after cleaning, the nap is restored and the pile can be realigned giving the job a truly professional
look. Braun has designed three different combs for different carpet types. All of Braun’s carpet
combs have a built in bumper to protect walls and furniture. The R12 green is used for the widest
range of carpet grooming with 600 teeth of polypropylene, The R14 yellow is designed for extra deep
plush shag and long pile. The R17 orange is designed for plush and deep pile carpets, and the teeth
are rounded so they won’t pull or snag carpet. The R11 is our “Homestyle” carpet comb. It is a
scaled down version of the R12. All styles use a standard threaded handle (see page 7 for prices).

R14 Yellow 15” with 1 7/8” teeth $15.20
R17 Orange 15”  with 1 1/4” teeth $15.20
R12 Green 15” with 23/32” teeth $15.00
R11 ` Homestyle Carpet Comb 9” $12.60

short handle pile heister
Try this unique brush for lifting pile on stair treads and risers. It works great with very little effort.
More then three  times the bristles as similar tools. The contoured handle provides maximum
user comfort. Solid plastic block 10 1/2" OAL, brush face 1" x 5", nylon bristles, trim 1 1/2". 

R24 Hand held pile heister with stiff nylon bristle $10.00

hand held carpet comb
This compact carpet comb is made with the same green polypropylene teeth as the R12. It’s
scaled down for use on smaller areas. The  smooth shaped wood handle makes it comfortable
and easy to use. Solid wood block  carpet comb is  6 1/4” OAL. The brush face is 2 1/2” x 6”. 

R9 Hand held carpet comb 11” OAL $17.20

slim carpet comb for fringe and stair
Similar to the R9, this handy narrow carpet comb is great for getting  at hard to reach places.
Designed for “off to the side” grooming action, this item is ideal for combing fringe on area rugs.
Molded solid plastic handle allows effortless use. Comb is 11” OAL. Brush face is 1 1/2” x 6”. 

R23 Hand held slim carpet comb 11” OAL $6.00

lint brushes
Occasionally the cleaner may encounter animal hair or excessive pilling. An ordinary brush will not be
effective in these areas. Our wire brush is ideal for this job because of its ability to pull hair and pilling
from carpet. Caution should be exercised as not to damage carpet fiber. For this job Braun has built
the R8, R82 and R88 lint  brushes. These tools feature rust resistant cadmium plated wire secured to
a hard wood block. This wire pattern is designed for maximum penetration. R88 and R82 may be
attached to a standard threaded handle for stand up use (see page 7 for prices). 

R8 Bent wire, hand held  6” x 3” $16.40
R82 Bent wire used w/ threaded handle 11 1/2” x 2 3/4” $38.70
R88 Straight  wire used w/ threaded handle 9 1/2” x 1 3/4” $63.00

hand held carpetTOOLS

R8

R82

R88

R14

R17
R12 R11

R24

R9

R23
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squeegees 
carpet squeegee
When excess liquid or dry foam accumulates in carpeting it must be removed quickly to prevent extremely long drying time or possible damage.
The fastest way is to "squeegee" the excess to one area where it may be sponged or vacummed up. To make this job easier Braun has designed a
special carpet squeegee. Unlike other squeegees, the R18 has a beveled 3/8" thick polyethylene
blade which helps it glide over the carpet. The blade is a full 18" wide by 3 1/4" high. It is attached
to an aluminum angle backing for light weight and strength. You can also purchase replacement
blades R18R. Uses standard threaded handle (see page 7 for prices).

R18 Squeegee 18” x 3 1/4” $39.20
R18R Replacement Blade $22.00

stainless steel floor squeegee  
This white rubber and stainless steel squeegee is designed to stay clean and rust free for years of satisfactory service. The white
rubber blade is replaceable. Uses standard threaded handle (see page 7 for prices). 

1775 Squeegee 18" Stainless Steel $41.80 
1776 Squeegee 24" Stainless Steel $48.10 
1777 Squeegee 30" Stainless Steel $56.40 
1778 Squeegee 36” Stainless Steel $63.00
1775RR 18” refill blade $  9.65
1776RR 24” refill blade $12.85
1777RR 30” refill blade $16.10
1778RR 36” refill blade $19.30

plastic back squeegee 
This sturdy plastic floor squeegee is ideal for daily professional use in quick drying and moving liquids and heavy dirt. Dura-FlexTM natural rubber
blades are rugged, acid-resistant, enabling use in areas where hygiene is of the utmost importance
and where metal components are undesirable. The twin blades leave  work areas waterless in sec-
onds. The reinforced polypropylene frame with solid splash guards hold a black 4"/100mm Dura-
FlexTM natural rubber 'foam' blade. Uses standard threaded handle (see page 7 for prices).

5657-18 18” plastic back, black rubber $12.60
5657-22 22” plastic back, black rubber $14.20

steel frame squeegee
This standard double blade floor squeegee is the perfect economical solution for removing liquids and light dirt from your floors. The galvanized metal
frame and locking strip holds twin 3"/75mm Dura-FlexTM natural rubber blades for forward and reverse
cleaning motion. Uses standard threaded handle (see page 7 for prices). 

1857-18 Squeegee 18" Steel frame, rubber $  8.10
1857-22 Squeegee 22" Steel frame, rubber $10.99

curved frame rubber squeegee
This traditional floor squeegee is ideal for industrial applications on smooth floors. It is good for moving heavy liquid and dirt. Constructed with 14-gauge
galvanized curved steel frame with a built-in scraper.  Self tightening screws on the frame make for easier blade replacement. The blade is a single
replaceable non-marking black compact rubber blade. Uses the model C tapered handle (see page 7). 

3657-18 Squeegee 18” rubber, curved steel frame $19.00
3657-24 Squeegee 24" rubber, curved steel frame $21.70 
3657-30 Squeegee 30" rubber, curved steel frame $24.40 
3657-36 Squeegee 36" rubber, curved steel frame $27.35 
1657R-18 18” refill blade $ 4.50
1657R-24 24” refill blade $ 5.80
1657R-30 30” refill blade $ 7.00
1657R-36 36” refill blade $ 8.70

Prices subject to change without notice.
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1687-6

hardwood handles
Our model C handle is 1 1/8” in diameter and 60” long with a tapered end and natural  sanded
finish. The Model D is 1 1/8” diameter and 60” long with a threaded metal tip and laquer finish.

Model C 60” tapered $  6.20
Model D 60” threaded metal tip $  6.80

stainless steel handle
This heavy gauge stainless tube handle has a nonferrous threaded tip and white plastic grip. It is
completely sealed and sanitary. The ultimate handle for strength, long life and cleanliness.

SS5 60” thread $45.00

scrubbing machines
This brush is built to exceed the performance of the original brush for this machine. The
aluminum casting is machined to fit. Tynex nylon is hand sewn into machined holes with
stainless steel retaining wire. Increase the performance of your machine and replace
those worn out brushes. 

Call for a price quote.

in-plant machineBRUSHES

carpet pounding brushes
To pound carpeting on pull bars on in house cleaning machines a special tool is required.
For this job Braun has designed the R7 carpet pounding brush. Stiff nylon bristles
packed into a 2 3/4" x 7 3/4" block allow for heavy pounding action without matting the
carpet. A solid hi-density polyethylene block is durable and adds the proper weight to get
the job done quickly. 

R7 Machine carpet pounding brush $41.00

fiberglass handle
The FG60 handle is made of sturdy fiberglass with a tough nylon plastic standard threaded end
and a vinyl  grip. The E60 has a PVC coating for extra durability.

FG60 60” threaded                                 $14.20
E60 60” with PVC coating $22.80

R7

Model C

Model D

Model SS5

FG60

1532

We distribute sweeper and scrubber replacement brushes for most major
manufacturers. Also available are side brooms and rotary disk brushes.
Check our website www.brush.com under Industrial/Professional brushes
for prices and styles.

R7

Model D

SS5


